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Abstract Using a novel Lagrangian approach, we assess the relative roles of the atmosphere and 7

ocean in setting interannual variability in western European wintertime temperatures. We compute 8

sensible and latent heat fluxes along atmospheric particle trajectories backtracked in time from four 9

western European cities using a Lagrangian atmospheric dispersion model driven with meteorolog- 10

ical reanalysis data. The material time rate of change in potential temperature and the surface 11

turbulent fluxes computed along the trajectory show a high degree of correlation, revealing a dom- 12

inant control of ocean-atmosphere heat and moisture exchange in setting heat flux variability for 13

atmospheric particles en route to western Europe. We conduct six idealised simulations in which one 14

or more aspects of the climate system is held constant at climatological values and these idealised 15

simulations are compared with a control simulation, in which all components of the climate system 16

vary realistically. The results from these idealised simulations suggest that knowledge of atmo- 17
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spheric pathways is essential for reconstructing the interannual variability in heat flux and western18

European wintertime temperature, and that variability in these trajectories alone is sufficient to19

explain at least half of the internannual flux variability. Our idealised simulations also expose an20

important role for sea surface temperature in setting decadal scale variability of air-sea heat fluxes21

along the Lagrangian pathways. These results are consistent with previous studies showing that22

air-sea heat flux variability is driven by the atmosphere on interannual time scales over much of the23

North Atlantic, whereas the SST plays a leading role on longer time scales. Of particular interest24

is that the atmospheric control holds for the integrated fluxes along 10-day back trajectories from25

western Europe on an interannual time scale, despite that many of these trajectories pass over the26

Gulf Stream and its North Atlantic Current extension, regions where ocean dynamics influence27

air-sea heat exchange even on a very short time scale.28

Keywords Air-sea interaction · Lagrangian method · climate variability29

1 Introduction30

Wintertime average surface air temperatures in western Europe are warmer than the zonal mean31

at the equivalent latitude by up to 15 K (Figure 1). The cause of this relative warmth has tradi-32

tionally been attributed to poleward ocean heat transport by the Gulf Stream extension and its33

subsequent heat release to the atmosphere (Maury 1860). A study by Seager et al (2002) challenged34

the traditional view of ocean heat transport’s central role in mild winters in Europe, and offered35

the alternative hypothesis that the zonal asymmetry in wintertime temperature is predominantly36

caused by stationary waves set by orographic forcing, with the annually-integrated net ocean heat37

transport convergence playing only a marginal role. This alternative argument posits that oro-38

graphic forcing by the Rockies produces predominantly northwesterly winds over the western side39

of the North Atlantic basin and southwesterly winds over the eastern side. While the former brings40

cold continental air masses to northeastern United States, the latter brings warm maritime air41

masses to western Europe, thereby creating the zonal asymmetry in temperature. Although air42

mass pathways play a critical role in setting variability in climate, the exact balance of processes43

setting wintertime European climate remains an active area of debate (Rhines et al 2008).44

Importantly, neither the paradigm that sees ocean heat transport as the cause of Europe’s mild45

temperatures nor the one that poses a more central role for air mass trajectories addresses the46
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question of what controls western European climate variability. Much recent work has exposed the 47

relative contributions of the ocean and atmosphere in setting heat flux variability over the North 48

Atlantic, which ultimately influences climate variability in Europe. Dong et al (2007) showed that 49

in the Gulf Stream region, variability in upper-ocean heat content, which is predominantly due 50

to ocean heat transport convergence (Dong and Kelly 2004), is positively correlated with heat 51

fluxes to the atmosphere on interannual to decadal time scales. A similar conclusion has been 52

drawn over the Kuroshio extension region in the Pacific (Yasuda and Hanawa 1997), and this heat 53

flux in turn has been found to significantly impact the overlying atmospheric temperature via the 54

perturbation of the surface layer heat budget (Yulaeva et al 2001). On the other hand, over the mid- 55

latitude North Atlantic basin interior, Bjerknes (1964) surmised that air-sea heat flux variability 56

is driven by the atmosphere on interannual and shorter time scales, while the ocean is a major 57

driver only on a longer, multidecadal time scale. Gulev et al (2013) provided evidence in support of 58

this conjecture using century-long observational datasets by showing that sea surface temperature 59

(SST) and turbulent fluxes are anti-correlated on interannual time scales and positively correlated 60

on multidecadal time scales, thereby suggesting a transition between an atmospheric control over 61

turbulent fluxes at short time scales to an oceanic control at longer time scales. Buckley et al 62

(2014) further confirmed that on the interannual time scales that are well-represented in an ocean 63

reanalysis product (Wunsch and Heimbach 2007) heat flux variability is principally controlled by 64

the atmosphere over most of the North Atlantic outside the Gulf Stream region, while the oceanic 65

convergence of heat is critical in the Gulf Stream region. 66

Because air masses, on their way to western Europe, frequently cross over both the Gulf Stream 67

and the non-Gulf Stream part of the basin, it is not clear whether the ocean or the atmosphere 68

controls the accumulation of heat along the trajectory. This question is therefore ideally addressed in 69

a Lagrangian framework. Previous studies attempted to answer related questions using an Eulerian 70

approach and statistical models (e.g., Blender et al 2003; Gámiz-Fortis et al 2011; Junge and 71

Stephenson 2003), and generally found that knowledge of SST variability yields little predictive 72

skill for European climate on interannual time scales. 73

Our underlying question of how air mass pathways and ocean heat transport contribute to 74

European climate is timely, given recent observational evidence of large interannual variability in the 75

mass and heat transport of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC; McCarthy 76

et al 2012), much of which manifests as changes in Gulf Stream transport. For instance, in 2009 a 77
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30% decline of AMOC transport robbed the North Atlantic north of 26◦N of over 0.3 PW (1 PW78

= 1015 W). Given that as much as half of the total meridional transport of heat is carried by the79

ocean at this latitude (Trenberth and Caron 2001) and that 90% of the oceanic meridional heat80

transport in the North Atlantic is due to the AMOC (Johns et al 2011), one might expect this81

substantial AMOC reduction to result in a decline in the ocean to atmosphere heat exchange to82

the north of 26◦N.83

Our goal is to relate wintertime temperature variability in four western European cities to the84

pathways Lagrangian particles in the atmosphere follow before arriving in each of these cities,85

and the oceanic and atmospheric state they see along that pathway. In order to do so, we trace86

three-dimensional air mass trajectories backwards in time from the surface of these four cities, and87

calculate the air-sea heat fluxes along the pathways. Because turbulence in the planetary boundary88

layer (PBL) creates an envelope of possible pathways with a common end point, a Lagrangian89

atmospheric dispersion model is used to characterise the distribution of likely trajectories. We then90

vary, in turn, these trajectory distributions, the atmospheric properties along them, and the oceanic91

properties beneath them, in order to explore the degree of control each of these factors has on the92

total heat and moisture a parcel gains or loses en route to Europe. In the next section we describe93

the Lagrangian dispersion model (Section 2.1), the bulk formulae used to calculate turbulent fluxes94

along the particle pathways (Section 2.2), the Lagrangian heat budget and the critical role of the95

turbulent fluxes in setting variability in this budget (Section 2.3), and the idealised simulations96

used to explore the source of variability in these fluxes (Section 2.4). In Section 3, the results of97

these idealised simulations are compared against a control simulation to expose the sensitivity of98

the along-trajectory heat fluxes to various aspects of ocean and atmosphere variability. Conclusions99

and an outlook for the future are offered in Section 4.100

2 Methodology101

2.1 Establishing air parcel trajectories with FLEXPART102

The Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART (Stohl et al 2005) version 9.02 is used to103

backtrack the air flow from the surface of four locations in western Europe. FLEXPART is one104

of the most widely-used dispersion models for various atmospheric transport applications. Unlike105

kinematic trajectory models, FLEXPART includes subgrid-scale convection and turbulence that106
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are essential in simulating boundary layer motion, and as such, it is an appropriate tool for the 107

purposes of the current study. 108

In FLEXPART, each trajectory is calculated as follows: 109

X(t+4t) = X(t) + v(X, t)4 t, (1)

where t is time, 4t is the time increment, X is the position vector, and v = v̄+vt +vm, is the 110

three-dimensional wind speed vector comprised of grid scale wind (v̄), turbulent wind fluctuations 111

(vt), and the mesoscale wind fluctuations (vm). The addition of the last two terms to simulate the 112

effect of turbulent motion is what makes this dispersion model different from kinematic trajectory 113

models, which account only for the resolved grid scale winds. Turbulent motions are included by 114

adding a perturbation to the velocity field for air parcels in the PBL, where these random motions 115

are calculated by solving Langevin equations for Gaussian turbulence (Stohl and Thomson 1999). 116

Mesoscale velocity, whose spectral interval falls between the resolved flow and the turbulent flow, is 117

approximated by solving an independent Langevin equation following Maryon (1998). Additionally, 118

the PBL height at each particle’s hourly position is diagnosed by using the Richardson number 119

criterion for stability and a lifting-parcel technique (Vogelezang and Holtslag 1996). 120

In the current study, FLEXPART is forced with the hourly Climate Forecast System Reanal- 121

ysis (CFSR) forecast and reanalysis datasets from National Centers for Environmental Prediction 122

(NCEP; Saha et al 2010), with horizontal resolution of 0.5◦ and 37 vertical levels, from 1981 to 123

2009. After its release, each particle is advected backwards in time by the three-dimensional gridded 124

wind from NCEP CFSR plus the turbulent and mesoscale velocities described above, linearly inter- 125

polated to the particle’s position. Additional atmospheric quantities such as temperature, specific 126

humidity and air density are also interpolated to the particle’s position at each time step, useful 127

for tracking the material rate of change in temperature and diagnosing the air-sea heat fluxes. We 128

acknowledge that every reanalysis product has its limitations, and NCEP CFSR product is no ex- 129

ception (e.g., Decker et al 2012). However, because the focus of the current study is to understand 130

the processes setting the variability in air-sea heat exchange, rather to focus on a single event or the 131

exact size of the fluxes, we believe that our main conclusions should not be particularly sensitive 132

to the product used. 133
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The four different locations in western Europe selected as end points (i.e., “release” points for134

the backward trajectories) are populous cities separated by approximately 5◦ of latitude: Dublin135

(53.20◦ N 6.15◦ W), Paris (48.87◦ N, 2.34◦ E), Toulouse (43.60◦ N, 1.44◦ E), and Lisbon (38.70◦ N,136

9.18◦ W). The three northern cities have pronounced interannual wintertime temperature variability137

with the maximum range exceeding 10◦C in Paris, while Lisbon displays the most stable year-to-138

year temperatures (Figure 2). Every January from 1981 to 2009, 50 particles totalling 1 kg of139

air mass are released from the surface at each location twice daily at 0 UTC and 12 UTC from140

January 10 to 31 for the duration of 10 days backward in time. January is the month with the141

largest zonal temperature anomalies in Europe, and thus the time period is chosen to exclusively142

and thoroughly sample January air mass pathways. Thus, the total number of atmospheric particles143

released is 60,900 particles (50 particles/release × 2 release/day × 21 days/January × 29 Januaries)144

for each city.145

Number density plots of the particle trajectories for each city are shown in Figure 3. We visu-146

ally compared our number density plots (Figure 3) with the cyclone climatologies (Hodges et al147

2011; Tilinina et al 2013) and confirmed that the densest pathways generally correspond to the148

climatological cyclone track. Expected differences between our number density plots and these cy-149

clone climatologies arise because we track particles backwards from several locations which are not150

necessarily downstream of the cyclone track, and also because the particles are not filtered by any151

means, while the computation of the storm track requires band-pass filtering.152

The choice of the number of particles to be released was determined based on statistics of153

particle positions: Increasing the number of releases from 50 to 500 had little influence on the mean154

particle positions at every time step (i.e. the mean position from a 50 particle release is within ±155

3 degree latitude of the mean position of a 500 particle release at every time step). Likewise, the156

size of the envelope of trajectories does not grow considerably when more particles are released:157

The time mean standard deviation for any particle number greater than 20 is within ±0.5 degree158

latitude of the standard deviation for 500 particles. Thus, we conclude that 50 back-tracked particles159

sufficiently sample the envelope of the air mass pathway spatial extent at a reasonable numerical160

cost. The 10-day duration for back trajectories was chosen so that diabatic exchange along the161

length of the trajectory has a sufficient amount of time to considerably alter the initial temperature162

of the parcel. Indeed, the autocorrelation function of potential temperature (Figure 4) suggests a163

Lagrangian decorrelation time scale (taken here as the first zero-crossing of the autocorrelation) of164
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about 3 days. Thus, the memory of a particle’s initial temperature is erased over the course of its 165

10-day trajectory and it arrives in its destination city after being strongly influenced by diabatic 166

processes. 167

2.2 Bulk Formulae 168

The oceanic influence on the atmosphere is communicated through turbulent fluxes at the air- 169

sea interface. We diagnose these fluxes using TOGA-COARE bulk air-sea algorithm version 3.0a 170

(Fairall et al 1996, 2003), applied along each trajectory’s hourly position whenever particles lie 171

within PBL over the ocean. Approximately 25% of all hourly output points fall within PBL (see 172

schematic in Figure 5). Our assumption is that the surface turbulent fluxes influence the entire air 173

mass in the PBL due to the turbulent mixing. 174

In the COARE bulk formulae (Fairall et al 1996), sensible heat (SH) and latent heat (LH) fluxes 175

are calculated as follows by the ocean-atmosphere gradient of temperature and specific humidity, 176

respectively: 177

SH = ρacpaCshS(Ts − θa) (2)
178

LH = ρaLeClhS(qs − qa), (3)

where Csh and Clh are the transfer coefficients for SH and LH, respectively; ρa is the air density; 179

S is the wind speed relative to the ocean current; cpa is the atmospheric isobaric heat capacity; Le 180

is the latent heat of evaporation; Ts is the sea surface interface temperature; θa is the atmospheric 181

potential temperature; qs is the interfacial water vapour mixing ratio; and qa is the atmospheric 182

water vapour mixing ratio. We compute qs from the saturation mixing ratio at Ts for pure water, 183

and then multiply by a factor of 0.98 to account for the reduction of vapour pressure due to the sea 184

surface salinity. Note that the atmospheric parameters Ta and qa are taken at the reference height 185

of 2 m in this study, which is adjusted to a fixed height of 10 m within the bulk formulae. 186

The principal controls on the turbulent flux variability are the temperature gradient for SH 187

and the humidity gradient for LH, with the dependency on the relative wind speed, S, play- 188

ing a secondary role. These variables are obtained by interpolating the data provided by hourly 189

NCEP datasets to the particle’s hourly 2D location, having projected from the 3D position to 190
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the ocean/atmosphere interface. Several variables (the transfer coefficients, interface water vapour191

mixing ratio, and the wind speed relative to the ocean current) are computed within the COARE192

algorithm from the native variables provided by NCEP.193

Our sign convention is such that SH and LH are directed from the ocean to the atmosphere.194

Thus, SH is positive whenever the ocean surface is warmer than the air passing over. Likewise, LH195

is positive whenever the atmosphere is moistened by its interaction with the ocean. In fact, LH is196

only negative when the overlying atmosphere is both warmer than the SST beneath and saturated,197

which is very rare in the winter. Thus, LH is almost always greater than or equal to zero, and a198

parcel passing over the ocean normally gains LH. It is important to bear in mind that LH is not a199

direct measure of heat exchanged; rather, it is an indication of a gain or loss in the internal energy200

of the air parcel due to a change in its humidity. Only upon condensation of the moisture gained,201

possibly at a great distance from the LH flux, will an air parcel be heated. To facilitate a direct202

comparison to the SH flux, we convert the LH to the temperature change induced in the parcel203

upon total condensation of the moisture gained.204

We recognise some caveats arising from our use of bulk formulae: They are validated to be205

accurate within 10% for wind speeds up to 20 m/s, and can be calculated only over the ocean206

(Fairall et al 2003). Furthermore, here we use the same treatment over sea ice, although atmosphere-207

ice interaction qualitatively and quantitatively differs from ocean-atmosphere interaction. However,208

because our calculated trajectories are in contact with sea ice only approximately 1% of the time,209

with the bulk calculation overestimating the heat flux by about 50% for SH and 20% for LH on210

average during these times, this caveat introduces a trivial error. To check the influence of this211

simplification on the fluxes, we compared the 10-day integrated heat fluxes (SH + LH) along the212

atmospheric pathways computed by bulk parametrisation with the 10-day integrated heat fluxes213

that are obtained by interpolating the heat fluxes provided by NCEP CFSR datasets along the214

same particle trajectories. In all cities, in all years, and for both latent heat and sensible heat flux,215

the mean estimate from the bulk parametrisation is not significantly different from the mean of the216

interpolated fluxes based on a student t-test, thus justifying the usage of bulk formulae in turbulent217

flux computations.218
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2.3 Lagrangian heat budget 219

The Lagrangian time rate of change in potential temperature is driven by the heat fluxes along the 220

trajectory of an atmospheric particle, according to the following equation: 221

∫
Dθ

Dt
dt = θfinal − θinitial =

∫
QA

mcp
dt, (4)

where, θinitial and θfinal are the initial and final (endpoint) potential temperatures of the 222

particles, respectively, A is the area occupied by the atmospheric particle, m is the mass of the 223

atmospheric particle, and cp is the atmospheric specific heat (1004 J K−1 kg−1). Following Peixoto 224

and Oort (1992), the diabatic heating term of Q is defined as 225

Q = diabatic heating = Qradiative +Qsensible +Qlatentrelease, (5)

where Qradiative is the net radiative heating term due to shortwave and longwave radiation, 226

Qsensible is sensible heating in the planetary boundary layer, and Qlatentrelease is the heat gained 227

(lost) upon condensation (evaporation) of water vapour (liquid water). Additional terms in the 228

heat budget arise from the use of parametrisations of subgrid-scale processes in the CFSR reanaly- 229

sis, including convection and vertical diffusion. Qradiative is obtained by interpolating the heating 230

rate due to the CFSR shortwave and longwave radiation at the three-dimensional position of each 231

particle. Likewise, heating due to convection and vertical diffusion are interpolated to the particle 232

position. 233

In order to set up the idealised simulations described next in Section 2.4, we calculate Qsensible 234

from bulk formulae. On the other hand, Qlatentrelease cannot be quantified using bulk formulae 235

alone, because Qlatentrelease is the actual heat gain (loss) due to the condensation (evaporation) of 236

moisture in the particle. Heat in the Lagrangian particle is consumed when cloud droplets evaporate 237

and is released when clouds form. Neither of these processes necessarily occur locally in the region 238

where air-sea latent heat fluxes occur, as quantified by the the calculation of LH. Thus, we cannot 239

directly calculate Qlatentrelease along the particle trajectories from bulk parametrisation, nor close 240

the heat budget exactly. 241

Despite this caveat, the vast majority of the variability in along-path potential temperature 242

change (
∫
Dθ
Dt dt) arises from variability in the accumulated surface turbulent fluxes solved by bulk 243
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parametrisation (
∫

(SH + LH)dt) alone, as shown in the first column of Table 1. Indeed, includ-244

ing heating due to radiation, convection, and vertical diffusion does not increase the correlation245

with
∫
Dθ
Dt dt. Likewise, replacing LH with the term large scale condensate heating, provided by246

CFSR, does not increase the correlation. However, including all of the available heating terms and247

approximating Qlatentrelease with large scale condensate heating does bring the budget closer to248

closure. Nonetheless, the correlations in Table 1 suggest that turbulent exchange with the ocean249

dominantly sets atmospheric heat and moisture content variability. This dominance gives us confi-250

dence to proceed with idealised simulations in which the heat fluxes are calculated by bulk formulae251

while manipulating either oceanic or atmospheric properties.252

The second column of Table 1 indicates that the initial temperature of a particle plus the heating253

estimated from bulk parametrised fluxes (
∫

(SH +LH)dt + θi) is also significantly correlated with254

the final potential temperature in the European cities. This correlation coefficient is slightly lower255

than the correlation between
∫
Dθ
Dt dt and the accumulated turbulent fluxes,

∫
(SH+LH)dt, because256

the initial potential temperature is anti-correlated with the surface turbulent fluxes (the correlation257

ranges from -0.43 to -0.75, not shown). This anti-correlation indicates that the colder the initial258

temperature of a particle, the more heat it gains and vice versa, an expected consequence of the259

dependence of heat fluxes on the air-sea temperature gradient. The correlations between θf and260

the sum of θi and the heating terms are barely changed by the addition of the radiation term to261

the turbulent fluxes (on average increase of the correlation coefficient by 0.04) or the other known262

heating terms (average decrease of 0.13).263

2.4 Idealised simulations264

The NCEP reanalysis fields, the atmospheric particle trajectories from the FLEXPART model,265

and the bulk formulae provide the building blocks for a suite of idealised Lagrangian simulations.266

In these simulations, sensible and latent heat fluxes are calculated along each FLEXPART trajec-267

tory while holding one or more factor determining these heat fluxes constant, thereby creating a268

framework for separating the influence of oceanic and atmospheric variability on total heat flux269

variability. We compare the results of these six idealised simulations with the result of a control270

simulation (Control), which is integrated using both true-state oceanic and atmospheric variabil-271

ity. Thus, Control includes all the inherent coupled behaviour of the ocean-atmosphere system. A272
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detailed description of each simulation is given below, and a brief synopsis of the simulation design 273

is given in Table 2. 274

PathVAR simulation 275

In this simulation, we allow atmospheric particle trajectories and wind speed to vary realistically, 276

while holding the turbulent fluxes at fixed climatological values. To fix the fluxes at their 277

climatological values, we compute the turbulent fluxes using bulk parametrisation along varying 278

pathways, but with the 29-year average of SST, surface atmospheric temperature (T2m) and 279

humidity at 2 m above sea level (q2m), shown in Figure 6. Thus, the heat flux variability in this 280

simulation arises solely due to dynamic variability in the atmosphere, without any variability 281

caused by variability in T2m, q2m and SST. 282

FluxVAR simulation 283

The FluxVAR simulation is the reverse of the PathVAR simulation: Here turbulent fluxes vary 284

realistically, but the atmospheric particle trajectories are held fixed. Thus, this simulation re- 285

veals the heat flux variability due entirely to variability in T2m, q2m and SST, and ignores 286

variability in atmospheric particle trajectories, except to the degree that the T2m, q2m and 287

SST reflect the variable pathway trajectories in the reanalysis data. 288

To select a set of unvarying particle trajectories, we randomly pick 50 trajectories from all years 289

and particle releases, such that we do not introduce any daily variability. Along these unvarying 290

50 trajectories, bulk parametrised fluxes are computed at every time step with the varying T2m, 291

q2m and SST. We then repeat this process 10 times, each time by picking a different random 292

set of 50 trajectories, thereby creating a spread of heat fluxes for the FluxVAR simulations 293

that can be compared against Control. In total, 500 particle (50 particles × 10 realisations) are 294

selected for each city. The mean correlation coefficient of FluxVAR with Control stabilises after 295

approximately 5 realisations; we thus conclude that 10 realisations of 50 random trajectories 296

provide ample sampling of the full range of possible pathways. The resultant spatial distribution 297

of these 10 realisations of 50 randomly selected unvarying pathways are very similar to what is 298

shown in Figure 3 for the full set of trajectories, without any visible bias (not shown). 299

AtmVAR simulation 300

Here, we compute the bulk parametrised fluxes with fixed climatological mean SST, but with 301

the varying atmospheric state, which includes realistic trajectories, wind speeds, T2m, and q2m. 302
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This simulation aims to isolate the role of the atmosphere in determining the turbulent flux303

variability.304

SSTVAR simulation305

This simulation is the opposite of the AtmVAR simulation. For SSTVAR, we calculate the306

bulk parametrised fluxes with the varying SST and ocean current speeds, but hold fixed all the307

atmospheric particle trajectories and the atmospheric state variables. The same set of unvarying308

atmospheric pathways as in FluxVAR is utilised, and the 29-year mean atmospheric state (T2m,309

q2m and the wind speed) is interpolated to the 2D location of the hourly particle positions. This310

simulation aims to isolate the role of the ocean state in setting the turbulent flux variability. Note311

that since ocean currents are normally two orders of magnitude smaller than the atmospheric312

wind speeds, the parameter S in bulk formulae is largely dominated by the atmospheric wind.313

Thus, the ocean role investigated here stems almost exclusively from the SST variability.314

PathSSTVAR simulation315

In this simulation, the fluxes are calculated with varying SSTs, pathways, and wind speed,316

while holding the T2m and q2m at their January, 29-year climatological mean values. Thus,317

this simulation reveals the degree to which the fluxes are influenced by particle trajectories and318

SST alone.319

SATVAR simulation320

Here, the fluxes are calculated along fixed pathways and with fixed SST and winds, but with321

varying T2m and q2m above the sea surface. The unvarying pathways used here are the same322

as the ones used in FluxVAR and SSTVAR simulations. Therefore, the resultant heat flux323

variability in this simulation is solely attributable to the T2m and q2m variability.324

Note that those variables that are not specified in the explanation of each simulation above325

but are required for the bulk formulae (surface long and short radiation, precipitation rate, and326

surface pressure) are set to vary realistically in each simulation. It is important to bear in mind327

that atmospheric and oceanic variability are in reality tightly linked with one another. By testing328

every combination of fixed and variable climate factors in the idealised simulations and comparing329

the results carefully with that of Control, we also aim to gain insight into these coupled links.330
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3 Results and Discussion 331

3.1 Results and discussion of the six idealised simulations 332

The results of the six idealised simulations described in Section 2.4 are compared to the Control 333

simulation in order to investigate the factors driving heat flux variability for atmospheric particle 334

trajectories en route to western Europe. The comparison is summarised in Figure 7, and the corre- 335

sponding correlation coefficients and the root mean square errors are given in Table 3 and Table 4, 336

respectively. 337

The salient message from these results is unequivocal: Knowledge of the atmospheric path- 338

ways is most important in determining the interannual variability in along-path air-sea heat and 339

moisture exchange, as can be seen from comparison between the simulation results which have 340

realistically varying pathways (PathVAR, AtmVAR, and PathSSTVAR) and the ones with fixed 341

pathways (FluxVAR, SSTVAR, and SATVAR). 342

In particular, PathVAR and AtmVAR capture most of the variability seen in Control. Adding 343

information about the atmospheric temperature and humidity increases agreement with Control: 344

AtmVAR has the smallest root mean square error compared to Control of all the simulations 345

(Table 4). Yet, surprisingly the correlation coefficients of AtmVAR are slightly lower for the two 346

northern cities (Dublin and Paris) and only marginally higher for the southern ones, compared to 347

those from PathVAR (Table 3). Why does including T2m and q2m variability fail to significantly 348

improve these correlations? Figure 7 suggests the answer to this conundrum: Before 1996, the 349

heat fluxes from the AtmVAR simulation are biased high, whereas after 1996 they are biased low. 350

This shifting bias is likely caused by a basin-scale SST increase starting in 1996 that outpaced 351

the longer-term linear trend, a change which has been attributed either to a shift from negative 352

to positive phase of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (Sutton and Dong 2012), or to 353

changes in net radiative forcing (e.g., Booth et al 2012). Given the expectation that the ocean exerts 354

a dominant control on air-sea heat flux variability on decadal time scales (Gulev et al 2013), the 355

transition around 1996 from low to high SST would cause a shift from reduced to enhanced fluxes 356

and from lower to higher T2m. However, when these warming T2m and fixed SSTs are fed into the 357

bulk formulae in AtmVAR, they cause a reduction of the fluxes over time. Indeed, by eliminating 358

the influence of the decadal shift by calculating the correlation coefficients for the first and last 359

decades alone, the correlation coefficients between AtmVAR and Control on interannual time scale 360
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increase significantly, surpassing the correlation between PathVAR and Control. This aspect of the361

results suggests that SST influences along-pathway heat flux variability on decadal timescales, with362

implications for northwestern European wintertime climate variability.363

Similarly, the correlation between PathSSTVAR and Control is much weaker than between364

PathVAR and Control, despite that the PathSSTVAR simulation accounts for realistically varying365

SSTs in addition to pathways. A solution to this puzzle is that the atmosphere drives surface366

turbulent fluxes over much of the ocean on sub-decadal time scales (Buckley et al 2014), thereby367

creating interannual SST anomalies (Gulev et al 2013). In such a regime, a year with anomalously368

large fluxes creates anomalously low SSTs and vice versa. However, in PathSSTVAR, the SST varies369

realistically while T2m and q2m are constant; thus, in a low SST year, the heat flux calculated via370

bulk parametrisation is also low, the reverse of what is expected in reality when the atmosphere371

drives the fluxes. Therefore, we interpret the slightly weaker correlations in PathSSTVAR to be372

consistent with this atmospheric control on interannual time scales.373

Another striking feature in Figure 7 is that both PathVAR and FluxVAR underestimate the374

total accumulated flux relative to Control. The lower accumulated heat fluxes in the PathVAR and375

FluxVAR simulations relative to Control reflect the fact that atmospheric particle trajectories and376

the fluxes along them are, in reality, tightly linked, and cutting these linkages leads to systematically377

lower total fluxes. Evidence in support of the importance of this coupling is provided by examining378

trajectory positions, T2m, and SST anomalies associated with the years when PathVAR most379

strongly underestimates the true turbulent fluxes (Figure 8). The maps in Figure 8 reveal that the380

years when PathVAR most strongly underestimates the true fluxes are years in which pathways381

take an anomalously long and northerly route, originating over the cold North American continent382

and the Labrador Sea (Figure 8a). In these years, anomalously low T2m is advected along those383

pathways, while SST is close to its climatological mean values (Figure 8b and c). This cold air384

advection produces larger turbulent fluxes in reality (and, therefore, in Control). Thus, when this385

link between the particle pathways and T2m is cut (as in PathVAR and FluxVAR), the turbulent386

fluxes are strongly underestimated. It is interesting to note that the years shown in Figure 8387

are those years with the largest along-trajectory accumulated fluxes in Control. Therefore, the388

atmospheric particles that take an anomalously northern route to Europe gain the most heat along389

their journey. The link between pathways and fluxes holds true for both anomalously high and390

low fluxes: for example, just as northerly pathways advect cool air with them and lead to high391
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fluxes (Figure 8), anomalously southerly pathways can lead to low fluxes along the trajectories 392

(not shown). 393

As an additional exploration of the link between pathway anomalies and flux anomalies, we 394

compare the heat fluxes averaged over the pathways of the air parcels that arrive in Dublin for 395

all 29-year releases (Ftraj , Figure 9a) and the standard Eulerian 29-year mean heat fluxes (F , 396

Figure 9b). The difference between these two fields (Figure 9c) clearly suggests that particles 397

tracked backwards from Europe sample some regions of the ocean preferentially during times of 398

anomalous heat flux. Regions visited by particles during anomalously low flux times are found 399

south of about 30◦N (Figure 9c, where Ftraj is lower than F ). In contrast, particles see high flux 400

anomalies along the Gulf Stream and over the Labrador and Irminger Seas (Figure 9c, where Ftraj 401

is greater than F ). At any given particle position, the hourly flux along a Lagrangian particle 402

is about equally likely to be larger or smaller than the climatological flux in a given grid cell 403

(Figure 9d). However, because the air-sea flux distributions are positive-skewed, the magnitude 404

of the difference (Ftraj - F ) is about 50% larger when averaged over all hourly positions during 405

which Ftraj > F than when Ftraj < F (Figure 9d). In other words, because the true path/flux 406

covariability is contained in the Control simulation, it better samples the anomalous fluxes of both 407

signs than the idealised simulations. The better-sampled extremes in Control lead to systematically 408

higher January-mean fluxes than in PathVAR and FluxVAR, because the distribution of the fluxes 409

is strongly positive-skewed. 410

The importance of path/flux covariability is also confirmed by AtmVAR, in which both tra- 411

jectories and T2m vary realistically, and only SST is held constant (Figure 7, middle column). In 412

AtmVAR, the amplitudes of the fluxes closely match those of the Control simulation and have no 413

systematic bias. 414

In sum, the idealised simulations suggest that heat flux interannual variability is dominantly 415

set by the trajectories of the Lagrangian atmospheric particles as can be seen from the high degree 416

of fidelity between Control and PathVAR, AtmVAR, and PathSSTVAR. Knowledge of realistically 417

varying pathways alone allows the reconstruction of no less than 72% of the heat flux variability. 418

In contrast, knowledge of the SST variability alone is not useful for predictability of air-sea heat 419

exchange along the Lagrangian pathways on interannual time scales. However, SST warming over 420

the 29-year climatology does influence the accumulated heat fluxes on decadal time scales. 421
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3.2 UniformSST simulation422

Though the results in Section 3.1 suggest that temporal SST variability is not a major driver of423

interannual flux variability, they do not reveal the role of spatial variability in SST. We hypothesise,424

for example, that in years where the atmospheric trajectories predominantly travel over the warm425

Gulf Stream, the surface fluxes would be higher than in years when the pathway is over the cool426

subpolar ocean. Therefore, we perform one additional simulation, where we allowed true variability427

of the atmospheric state (as in AtmVAR), but held the ocean temperature everywhere at a uniform428

value (UniformSST simulation; Figure 10). This assigned value is the mean SST sampled by the429

atmospheric particles backtracked from each city: 7.5◦C for Dublin, 7.3◦C for Paris, 9.4◦C for430

Toulouse, and 11.8◦C for Lisbon. Setting the SST to a uniform value everywhere diminishes the431

degree of correlation with the Control simulation by 23% on average relative to the original AtmVAR432

simulation. Interestingly, the strength of the correlation between heat fluxes in UniformSST and the433

Control simulation is generally higher than that of PathSSTVAR (compare correlation coefficients434

given in Figure 10 with Table 3). The agreement in variability between UniformSST, AtmVAR and435

Control suggests that interannual surface flux variability is principally driven by the variability in436

air temperature and humidity wherever the parcels travel, and secondarily by the spatial patterns437

in SST along those pathways.438

4 Conclusions439

In this study, we have presented a novel method to investigate the mechanisms driving temperature440

variability in western Europe, in which air-sea turbulent fluxes are summed along the Lagrangian441

back trajectories of atmospheric particles travelling to several European cities while holding one442

or more component of the climate system constant. For all but one of the cities we investigated,443

variability in these accumulated heat fluxes accounts for a majority of the variability in the winter444

temperatures. Thus, our framework helps uncover the relative importance of variability in SST and445

atmospheric dynamics and thermodynamics in setting western European winter temperature vari-446

ability. The Lagrangian framework is especially valuable because atmospheric particles travelling447

to Europe generally pass over both the Gulf Stream, where ocean heat transport convergence is448

known to play an active role in setting air-sea heat exchange on all time scales (Buckley et al 2014;449

Dong and Kelly 2004; Dong et al 2007), and the basin interior, where variability in the ocean is450
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only expected to significantly influence air-sea heat exchange on time scales of decades and longer 451

(Bjerknes 1964; Buckley et al 2014; Gulev et al 2013). 452

A principal insight from this suite of Lagrangian simulations is that knowledge of atmospheric 453

particle trajectories alone is sufficient for understanding much of the interannual variability in 454

wintertime heat fluxes accumulated along parcels en route to western Europe. However, surface air 455

temperature and moisture and SST along the trajectories are also essential to understanding winter 456

climate in Europe. First, the pathway a particle takes to Europe and the temperature and moisture 457

along that pathway are linked, such that using a climatological estimate of either variable leads 458

to an underestimate of the accumulated flux. This linkage is most clearly demonstrated in years 459

when the trajectories are anomalously northerly and advect cold, dry, continental air from North 460

America, triggering large ocean to atmosphere turbulent fluxes. Second, a decadal-scale shift in 461

SST discernibly influences the accumulation of heat for atmospheric particles travelling to Europe. 462

Therefore, using a climatological SST to calculate air-sea turbulent fluxes misses this source of low 463

frequency variability. 464

One surprising conclusion from our simulations is that interannual variability in heat fluxes 465

accumulated along the Lagrangian trajectories to Europe is only moderately influenced by spatial 466

variations in SST. At the outset of this work, we hypothesised, for example, that a year with 467

a preponderance of Lagrangian trajectories passing over the warm Gulf Stream extension would 468

correlate with larger heat fluxes in that year. We tested this hypothesis by running a simulation 469

that held SST at a constant and uniform value over the entire North Atlantic. This simulation 470

yielded flux estimates that were still highly correlated with the true fluxes as were those from a 471

simulation that used a spatially-varying, climatological mean value for SST. This test clarified that 472

the spatial variations in SST are subdominant in setting the interannual variability in accumulated 473

heat fluxes. 474

In summary, on subdecadal time scales, variability in winter European temperatures is prin- 475

cipally controlled by variability in the atmosphere. Although ocean dynamics in the Gulf Stream 476

and North Atlantic Current may influence high frequency variability in air-sea exchange locally, 477

this influence is not apparent in the total accumulated heat flux for particles travelling to Europe 478

or the associated winter temperatures upon arrival. Our findings that the biggest fluxes occur in 479

the Gulf Stream region but these fluxes do not strongly manifest in downwind climate variability 480

in Europe is in harmony with the fact that, although the Gulf Stream region is a major oceanic 481
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cyclone genesis region, it is only a minor contributor to the advected moisture in Europe (Rudeva482

and Gulev 2011). Our synthesis also suggests that high-frequency variability in AMOC, such as483

the observed decline in 2009 (McCarthy et al 2012), is unlikely to manifest as a drop in western484

European temperature unless accompanied by a change in atmospheric trajectories. However, we485

show that the well-documented North Atlantic-wide SST shift to higher temperatures in 1996,486

commonly associated with the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (e.g., Alexander et al 2014; En-487

field et al 2001; Sutton and Dong 2012) noticeably influences the strength of winter air-sea heat488

exchange accumulated along Lagrangian parcels travelling to Europe.489

It is therefore intriguing that previous studies have failed to find any influence of the AMO on490

wintertime European climate (Arguez et al 2009). Anomalous SST associated with the AMO is491

thought to drive changes in the storm track over the North Atlantic (Dong et al 2013; Häkkinen492

et al 2011; Kushnir 1994; Woollings et al 2012), although the mechanisms leading to deflection of493

the storm track are complex and not fully understood (e.g., Orlanski 1998). If AMO variability does494

cause such deflection, both the particle pathways and the turbulent fluxes linked to the underlying495

SST would vary in a coordinated fashion in response to the AMO. We hypothesise that this coupling496

could suppress the wintertime manifestation of the AMO in western European temperatures. Thus,497

in a follow-up study, we evaluate this hypothesis with an extension of the Lagrangian tool developed498

here and a comparison with more traditional Eulerian diagnoses of the coupled interactions of the499

atmosphere and ocean.500
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Fig. 1 a) January mean surface temperature [◦C] (sea surface temperature over the ocean and surface air tem-
perature over the land) for 1981 to 2009, and b) deviation of the surface temperature from the zonal mean [◦C] for
the same period, both constructed with NCEP CFSR datasets. The black dashed lines denote the 0 ◦C contour
in each plot, while the black squares represent the locations of four western European cities investigated in this
study.
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Fig. 2 Time series of January potential temperature in the four western European cities we investigate in this
study. The solid lines denote the mean values, while the envelops surrounding the solid lines indicate the monthly
standard deviation in each city.
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Fig. 3 Number density of the hourly particle positions computed by counting the number of particles that pass
through each 2◦ × 2◦ grid cell for the 29 simulated Januaries. Note that the colorbar is given in a log 10 scale.
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Fig. 4 The mean autocorrelation function of January potential temperature along the trajectories (solid line)
and its one standard deviation (shading) for Dublin. The Lagrangian decorrelation timescale is taken as the first
zero crossing of the function. The other three cities shared similar results to Dublin (not shown).

ATMOSPHERE

OCEAN

PBL

Atmospheric pathways
Temperature at 2 m

Speci�c humidity at 2 m
Wind speed at 10 m

Sea Surface Temperature
Surface Speci�c humidity

Surface Ocean Current

Fig. 5 A schematic of our methodology, calculating turbulent fluxes with bulk formulae along the established
trajectories. The grey line indicates one atmospheric particle trajectory. When its hourly position falls within
planetary boundary layer (the top of PBL indicated by the black dashed line), we compute the turbulent fluxes
using the atmospheric and oceanic variables separately listed in the figure. The part of the trajectory where we
conduct this operation is highlighted by the magenta line. The atmospheric variables include atmospheric pathway
locations, surface air temperature and moisture at 2 m, and wind speed. The oceanic variables include the sea
surface temperature, surface specific humidity and surface currents.
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Fig. 6 The 29-year average January sea surface temperature (SST) [◦C] (left), atmospheric surface temperature
at 2 m above sea level (T2m) [◦C] (middle), and specific humidity at 2 m above sea level (q2m) [g/kg] (right)
over the North Atlantic, which are used in PathVAR, AtmVAR, and PathSSTVAR simulations.
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Fig. 7 Time series of the mean January surface heat fluxes (SH + LH) integrated over 10 days along the atmospheric trajectories for the six idealised simulations
(coloured lines) for four western European cities summarised in Table 2. The rows represent the results for each city: Dublin (top row), Paris (second row),
Toulouse (third row), and Lisbon (last row). The columns give the results for pairs of idealised simulations: PathVAR and FluxVAR (first column), AtmVAR and
SSTVAR (second column), and PathSSTVAR and SATVAR (last column). The mean integrated heat fluxes of the Control simulation is repeated by the black
solid line in every plot. The light-shaded envelopes for FluxVAR, SSTVAR, and SATVAR denote two standard deviations of ensemble of ten simulations. SH flux
is expressed as the temperature change induced in the atmospheric particle due to a given flux [K], and likewise, LH is given as the temperature change induced
in the particle upon condensation of all the moisture gained from the turbulent exchange with the ocean [K]. The correlation coefficient of each simulation and
Control is given in Table 3.
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Fig. 8 Anomalous conditions during the years in which PathVAR most underestimates the true turbulent fluxes
(simulated in Control). Each panel is made by subtracting the 29-year climatological mean conditions from
the mean of the 5 years during which PathVAR most underestimates the fluxes relative to Control for Dublin
(year 1984, 1988, 1989, 2004, and 2009; see Figure 7). Differences are in a) particle number density [%] (i.e. the

percentage of total particles in each 2◦ × 2◦ grid cell in the 5-year composite (Σn5years) minus the percentage

of total particles in each grid cell for the 29 year climatology(Σn)), b) surface air temperature at 2 m above sea
level (T2m) [◦C], and c) SST [◦C].

∫
(SH + LH)dt vs.

∫
Dθ
Dt dt

∫
(SH + LH)dt+θi vs. θf

Dublin 0.94* 0.87*
Paris 0.94* 0.90*

Toulouse 0.87* 0.59*
Lisbon 0.90* 0.79*

Table 1 Correlation coefficients constructed with January averages of the ten day accumulated temperature
change (

∫
Dθ
Dt
dt = θf −θi), the ten day accumulated turbulent fluxes from bulk parametrisation (

∫
(SH+LH)dt),

and initial and final potential temperature (θi, θf ), where the final temperature is the western European cities.
The starred values represent the statistically significant results at 95% confidence level.

Simulation Name Variable Fixed

PathVAR Paths Fluxes
FluxVAR Fluxes Paths

AtmVAR Paths & T2m & q2m SST
SSTVAR SST Paths & T2m & q2m

PathSSTVAR Paths & SST T2m & q2m
SATVAR T2m & q2m Paths & SST

Table 2 Three pairs of simulations designed to elucidate the control of each variable in the resultant heat flux
variabilities. “Path” stands for atmospheric pathways, “Fluxes” stands for the turbulent fluxes (SH and LH),
“SAT” stands for surface atmospheric temperature (T2m) and specific humidity at 2 m above sea level (q2m).
“Atm” stands for atmospheric properties (atmospheric pathways + air temperature and specific humidity at 2
m), and SST stands for sea surface temperature.
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Fig. 9 Turbulent fluxes over the North Atlantic. a) Mean sensible heat + latent heat averaged along the trajec-

tories to Dublin for all 29-year releases in Control in W m−2 (Ftraj). b) Eulerian mean heat fluxes (F̄ ) over the

29 year NCEP CFSR climatology in W −2. c) Ftraj - F̄ (i.e. Panel a minus Panel b) in W m−2. d) Histogram of
the difference between fluxes (SH + LH) for individual particles (Ftraj) at each instantaneous position minus the

29-year climatological mean flux in a grid cell containing that position (F̄ ). (Ftraj − F̄ )pos and (Ftraj − F̄ )neg
represent the mean of all fluxes for particles in which, Ftraj − F̄ , is greater than zero and less than zero, respec-
tively. Σnpos and Σnneg are the numbers of hourly trajectory positions that have Ftraj − F̄ greater than zero
and less than zero, respectively.
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Table 3 Correlation coefficient of the January-averaged accumulated turbulent heat fluxes (
∫

(SH + LH)dt) in
each idealised simulation with the fluxes from Control. The starred values represent the statistically significant
correlations at 95% confidence level.

Simulation Name Dublin Paris Toulouse Lisbon
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Table 4 Root mean square errors [K] of the January-averaged accumulated turbulent heat fluxes (
∫

(SH+LH)dt)
in each idealised simulations calculated relative to Control.
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